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In 2010 I expressed satisfaction that, three years after Meteor Incorporated was set up in 2007, 

a solidly based organisational structure had been established that will stand the test of time. 

Regrettably, as you will learn from the Secretary’s Report, it hasn’t even lasted another year. 

There’s nothing wrong with what we aim to achieve. We remain focused on our core objective 

of gathering funds to buy premises in which to house a science fiction institution and research 

archive in Australia and we’ve mounted a successful operation in pursuit of our interim objective 

of acquiring and storing significant items from ‘at risk’ collections until we have facilities to 

manage them properly. And there are choices available as to directions in which we might go. 

But the plain fact is that the Association’s fund raising activities have failed.  This is despite the 

fact that the balance in the Meteor Incorporated Public Fund is only slightly less than the target 

of $10,000 we set at Aussiecon 4.  Only four donors contributed the bulk of that amount.  

The publicity campaign to direct enquirers via Internet forums like Facebook, Twitter and e-mail 

lists to our website where tax deductible donations can be made by PayPal has been largely 

unsuccessful.  There was a five-months hiatus when PayPal pulled the plug on the website’s 

donations facility.  After that there’ve been no hits the website’s DONATE  button whatsoever. 

At my request the Secretary has made space in the Agenda for this meeting for discussion of 

publicity and website issues.  In response, Queensland member Jean Weber has given notice of 

two motions to be put to this meeting that, if adopted, would address most of the issues. I believe 

we should have a debate on all the issues as listed in notes pursuant to Agenda item 6. If nothing 

better emerges, the meeting should vote on Jean’s motions as moved. 

I welcome recent contacts Meteor Inc has made with information resources (National Archives), 

centres of influence (Eaton Collection at the University of California) and, importantly, with the 

Australian Science Fiction Distributed Archive (ASFDA) project at Murdoch University, all of 

which are covered in the Secretary’s Report. 

So I don’t think there is any reason for members to be despondent about last year’s disappointing 

results.  On the contrary, there are opportunities to rekindle our enthusiasm and re-energise our 

commitment to promote the Meteor Fund and its objectives in our local fan communities. 

There will be much to talk about after the New Year when your Committee, with assistance from 

Jean Weber and other member volunteers, has made progress in re-vamping the website and 

coordinating publicity via the Internet.  You can also help by making occasional donations to the 

Meteor Incorporated Public Fund by PayPal via the website and encouraging members of the 

science fiction community in your sphere of influence to do the same. 

Despite hopes of a windfall, it’s a sobering thought that the speculative seed investment of 

$37,000 settled on Meteor Inc at the outset is currently valued in the books at only  $8,278.   

All six of the Association’s directors retire at this AGM and, being eligible, offer themselves for 

re-election.  The directors of Meteor Incorporated are well aware that significant milestones have 

not been achieved, but have taken the necessary steps for that to be discussed and redressed at 

this Annual General Meeting.  In view of the age and health of some office bearers, the board 

will in the next twelve months give serious consideration to succession planning.   
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